Disabling Beliefs

Dissolving Disabling Beliefs

Building upon the work we already have proposed in the Level 2 manual and training, here
is a deeper protocol on the issue of dissolving disabling beliefs and psychological reversals.

Let’s take an example…. “I am undeserving of being a success in my life OR of a happy,
contented life.” This is a typical disabling belief that you may have come across quite often
in your practice. Here is a suggestion on how to go deeper with this. (as an example)You
can find the disabling belief from the list or the client will voice it in their meeting with you

1. Biological heart wisdom is becoming aware of the belief/thought form “I am
undeserving.”
2. Sensations and emotions associated with this belief/thought form in one case were:
a. Painful
b. Inferior
c. Fearful
3. So, the next question we want to ask is what are the microbes that support this
belief and these sensations?
4. Do remember to repeat the belief and sensation until the legs balance.

The first thing we would want to do is ask the question:- what biomagnetic fields support
these sensations and this belief/though form?

You will notice that we use belief and though form together. The reason for this is that
sometimes, the thought form of the belief is more current and visceral than the more
conceptual version of the belief.
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The next thing we want to do is to dissolve the biomagnetic fields that support the belief and
the sensations. Please remember that the specific sensations that you have identified are
part of and constant companions of the belief, in this case, undeserving.

As usual, the first biomagnetic field to look at is the ventricles of the heart to the sacrum.

The question then remains what is the most likely biomagnetic fields to carry disabling
beliefs. Over many years of practice, I have found that the following biomagnetic fields come
up most often and that when balanced they will dissolve and resolve most of these kinds of
thought forms and beliefs. These are:
•

Brain stem

•

Cerellebum

•

Temporal lobes

•

Pineal gland

•

Occipital lobes

•

Parietal lobes

•

Frontal lobes

•

Intercranial nerves (all 12)

•

Hippocampus

Essentially as you can see the biomagnetic fields of disabling beliefs of this belief
“undeserving” are in the brain and in the heart. As far as other fields like the digestive
system go these are usually a secondary manifestation of the belief.

In other words, they may show up as digestive issues etc, but it is for sure that the areas
controlling the digestive issues are either in the brain or the heart.

Now of course the above are the negative and positive poles so they are indeed pairs as you
may have guessed.
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Now we say use the command “activation of biomagnetic field” to all of these biomagnetic
fields.

The Release and Absorbing Commands
Essentially we have discovered that it is the releasing and the absorbing of beliefs that are at
issue here. Most of these beliefs will have been absorbed from parents, from the
environment, from the surroundings and may even be ancestral coming from ancestors of
the grand parents and the great grand parents etc. The releasing and absorbing commands
are part of the same complex. The releasing command gives the command for the
biomagnetic field to let go of the pain sensations that hold the belief in place. The
absorbing command is what we would require the field to absorb in order to disable the
belief.

For example, “releasing the undeserving belief/thought form and the pain sensations from
the brain stem to brain stem” (Cerebellum Cerebellum). So to say again, this is asking the
body to release the undeserving belief and its supporting sensations from each of these
particular areas. So what you want to do is to go through each one and use the command
“releasing.” For example, releasing the undeserving thought form and fear and pain
sensations from these biomagnetic fields and from the microbes involved. So the idea is to
proceed through all of the biomagnetic fields and the microbes involved in this.

The Absorbing Command
So the absorbing command is a new belief – in this case “deserving of being a success in life
or fully deserving of being a success in life”.

Of course your formulation of the new belief can vary, can be more detailed than this, more
specific, whichever seems appropriate to you at the time.

So then you give the command, “absorbing the belief deserving of being a success in life”
into brain stem, cerebellum, temporal lobes etc.
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It is also useful to ask a microbe to carry a new belief and usually these are indeed viruses.
For example, we can say “the Herpes Virus is now absorbing the new belief “deserving” and
is carrying it now to each and every cell of the body” OR the biomagnetic field tonsil to
tonsil is now carrying the new belief and sensations of “deserving”.

Giving the client the intention
As you will have gathered by now, intention has become more and more important in our
treatments and it is always useful to input the intention for your sessions at the beginning of
the session and to also ask for the underlying causes of the manifestation of symptoms

. At the end of the session, it can be helpful to illicit the clients cooperation in holding the
intention for their own lives. So therefore, we could give the client a mantra, as I like to call
it, “I am completely and utterly deserving of success and full health and life.”

In addition it is very useful and effective for you to hold the intention for the client
throughout the session and to express it a number of times silently in the session directed
towards the upper ventricle of the heart which is the most receptive area for receiving new
intentions.
This is a deeper approach and more detailed that your previous approach.You are free to
use whichever approach you are comfortable with.Ypou may find that you are inspired to
use this deeper approach when the health condition persists.
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